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PracHcal security of QKD
Ø The security of most exis,ng implementa,ons of QKD has not been
rigorously established yet. Why?
Security proofs so far make ideal assumpHons on the users’ devices.
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Source imperfec,ons
RealisHc imperfecHons, even major
imperfecHons such as modula,on
errors, are not taken into account
in most of security proofs.
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GLLP security proof
Ø Phase-encoding BB84
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Even under the small phase modulaHon errors, the
achievable distance and the key rate drasHcally decrease.

Loss-tolerant protocol
Ø Loss-tolerant protocol
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K. Tamaki et al., Phys. Rev. A 90, 052314 (2014).
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The main idea:

UHlizing the “basis mismatched events” to esHmate
Eve’s leaked informaHon.
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Ø Loss-tolerant protocol
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The LT protocol assumes that the phase modulaHon errors follow IID.
IID distribuHon on modulaHon device
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The LT protocol assumes that the phase modulaHon errors follow IID.

Hard or even impossible to conﬁrm in the experiment.
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The LT protocol assumes that the phase modulaHon errors follow IID.

Hard or even impossible to conﬁrm in the experiment.
We need more relaxed assumpHons on the source.
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The LT protocol assumes that the phase modulaHon errors follow IID.

Hard or even impossible to conﬁrm in the experiment.
We need more relaxed assumpHons on the source.

Towards secure QKD with testable assumpDons
on modulaDon devices (see arXiv soon!)

CharacterizaHon of modulaHon devices
Ø Loss-tolerant protocol
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• Untagged signal: Pulse whose phase lies in the interval
• Tagged signal: Pulse whose phase does not lie in the interval
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Ø Non-IID modulaHon errors are accommodated.

…

Ø Intervals are potenHally testable in experiments.
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Intensity modulator:

All the pulses emiWed with

Intensity interval Tagged pulses Failure probability
Ø Tagged events occur independently of

Simula6on results

Finite-key length

see arXiv soon!

Ø Secure key length against coherent a:acks:

Number of Z-basis detected events from
untagged single-photon emissions

Ø Es,ma,on for the parameters:

Leaked informaHon for the
untagged single-photon emissions

Bits exchanged in
reconciliaHon

M. Curty et al., Nat. Commun., 5, 3732 (2014).

: Extend the “decoy-state method” based on our
intensity interval assumpHon.
: Phase error rate for the untagged single photon
emissions among the Z-basis untagged single-photon
emissions.
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NoHce
1) If increases, the number of pulses that do not lie within the intervals also increases.
The tagged signals become problemaHc especially in the high loss regime.
2) If the intervals are guaranteed by 5-sigma conﬁdence level, more than 100km
secure QKD is possible within reasonable number of signal transmissions.
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Modula,on devices
Phase interval: F. Xu et al., PRA 92, 032305 (2015).
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Intensity interval (±5%):
(6-sigma)
=Probability (per pulse) of being outside the interval

NoHce
Even if we assume ±5% intensity ﬂuctuaHons with guaranteeing the 5-sigma
conﬁdence level, secure QKD over about 90 km is possible with a reasonable
number of signal transmissions.

Conclusions & Outlook
Ø Device characteriza,ons on modula,on devices:
1. Remove the IID assump,on.
2. Intervals are the suﬃcient condiHon and no detailed characteriza,on is needed,
such as an error distribuHon and the independence among the actual phases and intensiHes.

Ø High performance:

Long distant secure QKD is possible up to (with

pulse emissions)

with realisHc assumpHons on the modulaHon devices of

intensity and

phase intervals.

Ø Experimental scheme for the characteriza,on:
How to guarantee the phase and intensity intervals are important future works.

Ø Applica,on to another QKD seVng:

To apply our theory to another setng, say the MDI setng.

